Show Your Work: Six Degrees of Genghis Khan: The Checklist

As you are putting finishing touches on your research project (yes, you do need to research information from time to time) on how Genghis Khan and his Mongol Empire would have profound direct and indirect consequences on the future events on Asia, Europe, Africa and the Americas it is important to take the following components into consideration:

- You have utilized at least three resources including internet, hand-outs, text, books, interview of family or friend (primary/secondary resource) _________________
- You have cited parenthetically the resource in APA or MLA format directly ______________
- You have explained in detail the relationship between one person, place, event to the next (this is the analysis portion we utilize in our essays) ______________
- You have an accurate bibliography which corresponds to the citations including publishers, date, author, alphabetically arranged (these days Microsoft word practically does this for you not like in my day where the teacher would take off an entire grade for a missing comma in the bibliography but I digress) check this out
  
  http://citationmachine.net/index2.php

  http://www.bibme.org/

  http://www.wrtecite.com/students/mla/ ______________

- Each degree has a transitional component illustrating how the degrees are interrelated (in other words you discuss how one degree is linked to the next which is important because many students take a tremendous leap in themes, chronology, and events) ______________
- You are confident that all of you information is accurate and fact checked, spell checked and checklist checked ______________
- Make sure you check out scoring rubric on back of your six degrees on Genghis Khan and work citation format on back of this checklist ________________